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Weekly Highlights 
Episode 36-Wednesday, September 7 
The trio are getting quite comfortable in the 
downstairs Whiskey Wednesday Show 
Studio. Brand new bottle of whiskey 
started this evening.


Ken recapped the Goats show at Cooks 
Rapids Country Fest. They really enjoyed 
themselves. I'm thinking Ken might have 
felt a little out of place, he asked a fellow 
performer, “So are you doing this full-time… he said well I do have two jobs but I'm also still in 
school, I'm in grade 11.” Too funny, to be a fly on the wall. Ken woke up Sunday morning, the 
day after the show and put his thoughts on paper. Very insightful, I have included in the Setlist 
section.


Ken’s sister Paula brought up their Aunt Judy who is visiting from Newfoundland and she was 
the guest on the Show this evening. I have a full recap of their quick visit and Ken asks the 
important question whatta ya at, Aunt Judy? Before and after the interview viewers enjoyed 
some old band music videos. Weird not to see Neil. What a 

treat, I think we need to look 
at videos more often.


With the quick-ish interview 
this evening there was time 
for lots of music with lots of 
classics, my highlights: 
Heartaches By The Number; 
This Town Of Mine; Kiss An 
Angel; and a beautiful solo 
rendition of Boots of Spanish 
Leather.


For the Newfoundlanders, 
Ken went on a long rant about 
rat tails, especially the one he had that looked like a blue 
tassel.


Episode 37-Wednesday, September 14  
Ken announced a few days prior, “This week with heavy hearts we dedicate 

The Whiskey Wednesday Show to one of our own. Lorna Stacey passed away 
last week, she was a regular on The Show and a good friend to myself. All the 
regulars knew Lorna and her usual requests for "Pain Free Living." May she rest in 
peace as the pain from her journey with Scleroderma is no longer of this world...”


Our Lorna

Judgment-was filmed in our local bowling alley, 
Luke Mercier on banjo

A Good Dog Is Lost-Ken Kelly on rhythm guitar 
(yes Ken is a very popular name in this band)





I'm not sure what is in the water or if it's being 
downstairs but Ken went for another especially 
long evening clocking in at (1:47) which included an 
interview with the Young Novelists and 9 songs. 

A few songs we have not heard in a while and the 
Gretch is back, highlights for me: Boys Don't Cry; 
Wildflowers; Crazy Love; Summers End; 
Tournament of Hearts; and Darkness has Fallen.


Ken was in a very talkative mood this evening, here 
are some key phrases… a retrospective on the 
Cure (the band); a confusing talk about power 
cords, he needs to leave engineering up to 
Cassidy; we started the Handmaid's Tale; Stanley 

really wanted to play with his squeaky toy; and we are not getting a smoke machine for the 
studio. We love your stories Ken, we would never say, “Play a song, stop talking.”


A viewer had the best line of the evening, “Another domestic between Ken and Neil.” This is so 
true, the two of them have the best back-and-forth banter. BTW the discussion was about 
where to place their drinks. The Whiskey Wednesday Show, you never know what will happen.


Episode 39-Wednesday, September 28 
This was an exciting week, we officially moved into the 
new Whiskey Wednesday Show Studio. Lots of amazing 
changes. Ken put together a Backstage Tour of the new 
studio. So the studio was the guest this evening. Later in 
the newsletter I have a photo collage.  We love it!


Third week in a row the Show was close to the two hour 
mark (1:46). Our thoughts this evening were with Barry 
and his wife Joyce who's sister Maureen passed away.


I know I'm sounding like a broken record, Ken had lots to 
share tonight. The highlights: the boys talked about their 
trip to Kingston to see Ringo Starr & Friends; is Ken a terrible driver?; Ken started talking about 
the metaverse and quickly lost me however he was entertaining; the Gretsch fell, Stanley is OK; 
a long story that started with driving through the mountains which included the terms inertia 
and gravity, again Ken needs to leave engineering to Cassidy or stop eating edibles; a detailed 
description of Pippy Park, or the “tire park”; and tune in to see if Ken does get a banjo strap.


And again this evening they pulled out some older songs in their repertoire: For The USA; 
Green Mountains, my all-time favorite Slaid Cleaves song, it's really moving; Powderfinger; 

All My Loving; and Pet Semetary, Stranger and Police On My Back all on the banjitar.


This photo says it all, Ken annoying Neil  
and Mr. Grant laughing hysterically.



Being authentic… We want to be flexible and allow life to guide the Show. We plan for guests/
themes each week and then change when needed. This past month is a great example we 
went from an unexpected visit from Aunt Judy, a dedication for Lorna, to introducing the new 
home for The Whiskey Wednesday Show.

Guests… I think we are so fortunate that Ken knows some very interesting people. I fondly 
refer to our List of Guests as the Whiskey Wednesday Hall of Fame. Ken really has only one 
criteria the interview must be fun and for me, I'll use the word again, authentic. He has been 
asked to have musical acts on the Show unknown to him. We are not opposed to this, however 
the interview must be fun, the content real and meet our vision statements.

…Let's talk about the Guest Request Song segment that we used to do on the Show. Ken 
would ask the guest for a song that the band would learn in their honor. This introduced some 
wonderful songs that are now part of their rotation like; Tournament Of Hearts, Kiss An Angel, 
Heartache by the Numbers and 13 Silver Dollars. I don't know about you but when I think of 
these songs I think of the Goats version now. Learning a new song with a band is time 
consuming however rewarding. We got busy with the summer, developing the Show and now 
recording, Ken took a break. He is going to explore this again hopefully over the winter.

…Lucky for us, Ken has a list of future friends he wants to introduce us to.

Endorsements… Ken certainly has fun promoting Longtooth and it's Christmas here every 
time new Traynor gear arrives. He really does have entertaining Gear Talks. Endorsements can 
be a slippery slope. Ken and I, as the saying goes “only need to answer to each other” and 
would not be comfortable having an endorsement change our vision. I'm not saying that we 
would not welcome financial support, as Ken says Never Expected Always Appreciated. 

Being genuine… I think it's become quite evident both Ken and I enjoy sharing our personal 
lives on the Show and in the newsletter. We are both storytellers in different ways.


So do you feel like you're in school? I know that was way more information than you needed.

I often say to Ken do you think anybody is really reading this. Is the Show as fun as we think it 
is. And then we say who cares we love doing it. Look at how the Show has developed…


Solo, Whiskey Wednesday goes virtual

2020

Full band, tried different locations in the studio

2021

Trio, launch of The Whiskey Whiskey Show

2022 (early)

Present & Future - the new Whiskey Wednesday Show Studio



whatta ya at??? 
Episode 36-Wednesday, September 7 
Ken's Aunt Judy was here from Newfoundland and Ken's sister Paula brought her up for a 
quick visit on Wednesday which is the best day around here of course. Here is a glimpse of 
what we did and I named our visit…


We're Here for a Good Time (Not a Long Time) 
I bet you are all singing this Trooper song in your mind. 


First let's start with dinner. Wednesday is 
always take out night, too much for Ken 
to do and cook so he always gets this 
night off. We rotate around the 
restaurants in Campbellford and 
sometimes we’re lucky the girls will bring 
Thai, sushi or Swiss Chalet from 
Peterborough.


We were all in for a treat, I went with 
what seems to be our go to catered meal 
Tuscan Chicken from local restaurant 
Antonia’s Bistro. Highly recommend!


No time for dessert 
the rest of the Goats 
were arriving, it was 
time for their pre-
show routine.


Aunt Judy was the official guest this evening. Paula was 
invited to join in but declined and did not succumb to peer 
pressure. I shall explain.


Before I get to their chat I wanted to say Aunt Judy is so 
beautiful inside and out. She was so comfortable in front 
of the camera. She was having a fun time. A very special 
moment between an aunt and nephew.


Aunt Judy, Paula, Cassidy



They then reminisced about all the family going out to Nan Cranford’s every 
Sunday. Ken discovered something he did not know from his childhood… “Pop 
would be in trying to watch his TV or his military collection which always freaked 
me out because there was a hand grenade up there with a pin in it.” Judy, “I still 
have that hand grenade at home, it was a lighter actually… I’ve got that home in 
the curio cabinet.” I could actually see the disappointment in Ken's face he has 
been telling that story for years… Ken, “that's OK it's still a ‘live’ hand grenade for 
the sake of the story.” Ahh Ken and his elaborate storytelling.


Then there was encouragement for Paula to join in. Even her Matt was tuned in 
watching this evening and tried his best. Ken then used guilt, “she is my sister 
and I didn't want to have her put cigarettes in my nose when I was a kid and I 
caught her smoking.” He ultimately respected her wishes not to speak on 
camera. BTW, the name Matt is quite popular in our family, Paula has a Matt, 
Christine has a Matt (Mays, a previous guest) and Cassidy has a Matthew 

(he's a Matt too, Cassidy and I like to call him Matthew).


We then moved into the show and share section of the evening. Ken was correct we were in 
the production office last week rearranging things on the bookcase and he looked in his old 
Bible and found some very interesting treasures. “My very first hunting trip, me and dad went 
up with Mike and David Haire… me and David each had pellet guns… he would be egging me 
on with the pellet gun, shoot that, I bet you can't shoot that… I hadn’t killed anything at that 
point (and then a really long description of the setting and mood)… there was a bunch of 

snipe, those really tiny birds, walking the shoreline and David said I bet you can't shoot that 
one. I said yes I can. I put it in my sights (weirdly holding up a pretend gun), and it was way far 
away, I thought there was no way I'm going to hit it. Well I pulled the trigger and it fell down.” 


I will summarize, the bird was injured, Ken 
carried it back to camp, his dad said “boy 
we got to kill it” he was so distraught. And 
then Ken opens up the Bible in front of 
Aunt Judy and the viewers to show the 
birds wing that he has kept for all these 
years. I am sure you can tell Ken is not a 
hunter.


I must tell you in the middle of the bird 
story Aunt Judy shared a memory of 
combing Fred’s (Ken’s dad) hair for hours. 
She did earn a quarter each time, lol.


That was not the only treasure, he also 
found pressed flowers from his mom, an 
old Metro bus pass and an old funeral 
notice for his great, great grandma Ella 
Tizzard.


 

Nan Cranford

I think Aunt Judy was surprised and  
relieved because she did say,  

“I wondered why you had the Bible.”



the sisters… 

the 
boys…  

 
our Paula… 

 

Judy, Patsy, Betty, Norma

Aunt Betty is a regular and beloved Whiskey 
Wednesday viewer. Unfortunately she missed this 

episode but not to worry Aunt Patsy had lots to say. 
Update-Aunt Betty messaged me the next day  

and said she was watching, saw Judy and  
then her internet would not work.

Our very own Aunt Betty with Aunt Judy

Aunt Judy's boys…Cody, Michael, Dion

Ken, “This is why Judy does 
not worry when she's walking 

down the street”

Ken's mom Rosanna with Paula

Annie Lennox/Billy Idol 
phase

Paula's many looks…  
Thomas Dolby phase

Randy Curnew and Paula 
exchanging outfits at our 


wedding reception



 

 



We always have a little kitchen after party on Wednesdays 
which usually includes refreshments. This time we enjoyed 
baked goods from Dooher’s Bakery which is quite famous 
in our little town. They have been awarded the title 
“Sweetest Bakery in Canada.” On most days there are 
lines down the street and can you believe that they make 
over 5000 donuts on Saturdays and are often sold out 
before noon.


The Show ended around 9:30 and by 10 o'clock we were 
all in blissful sugar comas. Dooher’s did not disappoint. 
I'm sure everyone had their favorite, mine was their 
banana cream pie made with real bananas.


The kitchen after party wrapped up at about 10:30 and Neil 
chauffeured the ladies back to his place on the Crowe River. They enjoyed 
morning tea sitting by the pond on the deck overlooking the Crowe.


I was joking with Neil that he needs to start an Airbnb. 
We are so grateful our friends and family have a 
beautiful spot to stay when 
visiting us.


We had a great visit. 
There is nothing more 
nourishing than spending 
time with family and 
reflecting with people that 
have shared your journey. 
It’s amazing how much 
you can do in 21 hrs.


Paula is a wonderfully talented 
professional photographer Paula and Matt at a 90’s themed  

Halloween party

Ken’s “appropriate” shirt courtesy of Paula



Ken's open opening monologue was honest and heartfelt. I will 
give you the highlights… “I've been battling depression all 
week, my depression has been in a rage which is not fun at 
all… the news of Lorna really kinda hit home. Lorna is a part of 
the family in that she is Steve's family. I met her a few years 
back, we've been friends I guess that's the right word… all the 
Whiskey Wednesday regulars you know that Lorna was a big 
part of what we do. It's a hard go when we lose one of ours. This Whiskey Wednesday thing… 
over the course of a week there is a couple thousand people who see what we are doing with 
the Whiskey Wednesday Show in part or in full. During the show, to the four platforms that we 
broadcast out to, there's 40 to 80 people watching at any given time. About 25 to 30 of us are 
regulars and some of us have not missed a single Wednesday… you know Richard G… we are 
a small group of people here who on Wednesday night tune in and hang out and Lorna was a 

big part of that group. She's been there since the beginning, she was 
there for the very first episode and for almost every episode since.”


Throughout the evening Ken shared photos of Lorna. I have 

included most. It was wonderful Steve joined us this evening not playing 
drums, he does do a surprise on camera appearance coming up. Steve 
sat in with me and we watched the episode together on the TV. I felt so 
honored to be able to be with Steve and give him the opportunity to talk 
about his relationship to Lorna and his feelings around her loss. He also 
gave me insight into the photos which I will share.


“Lorna had a disease called 
scleroderma… I don't fully understand 
what the disease is, autoimmune 
disease… it makes you sick, it is a 
terminal disease which I didn't know, I 
knew she was sick and was sick for a 
while, I don't think any of us expected that 
last week… I can't imagine what Terry and 
Terry's daughters are going through, as 

well as Lorna's family, Kim and Steve and 
the little girls down there, all the people she was close to.”


With Ken’s beautiful introduction complete, it was time to start 
the Show, “We are going to dedicate the night to her, play a 
bunch of songs that kind of tie in together with Lorna and the 
Whiskey Wednesday Show.”  Their first song of the evening, 

One Frost Away was timely for a couple of reasons. First this 
song is about the harvesting of marijuana which is coming up, 
just waiting for one frost away. “As much as this song is about weed and harvesting, there is 
the bridge as well… Whiskey Wednesday at the pub we celebrated a lot of milestones… we 
lost a few people during those 11 years at the pub and I remember those nights, lots of tears, 
recollections, stories… the coming together of a community and trying to use music as a bit of 
a therapy to help grieve. Welcome to Whiskey Wednesday ladies and gentlemen this is for 
Lorna tonight, this is a song called One Frost Away and it goes like this…” 


How tonight’s Show started…

Ken, “This is a really nice image to start 
off with” 

Taken in Mexico

Lorna, Tessa, Kayla, Terry








During Pain Free Living it seems like out of nowhere Jack 
appeared. It was funny because Jack was in with Steve and 
I and then we looked up and he was on the TV. There is a 20 
second delay so we felt like we were in the Twilight Zone. 
Move over Stanley, Jack wants some camera time.




“Let's look at some other 
photos of Lorna that will make 
us happy. That has been one 
of the tragic joys of this week… 

I was digging through photos… looking at these pictures of Lorna 
she always had that big massive smile… when I saw her I knew 
she was sick and in pain and we talked a lot about it but it just 
never registered… Lorna is a friend I met through music, I don't 
know any of the extended family.” It was wonderful, all through 
the evening Lorna's family and friends where messaging in the 
chat. A great way to be together. Over the evening Ken read out a 
couple of the messages,“Kimberly just said Lorna was a very 
proud stepmom.”


“Again look at that smile, I'm 
smiling right now just thinking 

about her. Ahh Lorna, we're going to play a song for you 
now called the Weight of the World.” Ken wrote this song 
about his chronic back pain. Also co-dedicated to another 
regular viewer GT Mike.


“When I was putting together the set tonight I kind of knew 
some of Lorna's favorites, got a little insight from Steve and 
Terry. Also went through my list of songs that make me 
reflect on people that are not with me anymore and this one 
always comes to mind. What key do we do this in again F?” 
Ken must ask this question at least seven times a night. 
And yes the Goats are taking on Ken's challenge, “We have 
to speed up our whiskey drinking guys.” 


Before they got to the next song we enjoyed some more photos.


Lorna's parents



Ken and the Goats then did a beautiful rendition of Bob Dylan’s 
Forever Young. I know I wiped away a tear. 


On the weekend the Goats played Crowestock #2 at Neil’s. Ken 
and Neil had an entertaining back-and-forth banter. Ken, “We 
set up in your garage and your neighbors come by. It's a block 
party in the middle of nowhere.” Neil, “Well not quite, 12 minutes 

outside of Campbellford. Not exactly the middle of nowhere, close to 
it, I think Campbellford is in the middle of nowhere. Ken, “We had a 
great time. We set up in your garage, Dave Hirst came out, did 
sound, thank you again to Dave. People came down, brought their 
lawn chairs, had a grand old time.” Neil, “Yeah I think so, 70 people 
there all together.” Ken, “I'm surprised you have that many neighbors 
up there.” Neil, “Well I'm actually surprised there are that many that 
acknowledge my presence.” Oh Neil, everybody loves you. If you 
listen very carefully Mr. Grant gives away the location. They raised 
$479 for our local food bank. Well done Neil’s neighborhood.




Back to our Lorna… Ken, “For all you Whiskey Wednesday folks who have 
met Lorna online but never knew who she was this is a really great 
opportunity to get to know her.” 




In these photos Lorna is with Steve's wife Kim and 
their daughters Frankie and Jolene. “Lorna was a 
big part of making sure Steve and Kim got date 
nights and got to go out… she would spend lots of 
time with the kids… a few years back she got 
herself a real nice camera and started doing some 
nice photos.”


Ken read a message posted from Kim’s 
stepmom Debbie Doyle, “She (Lorna) was 
an amazingly loyal person to my family. Kim, 
Steve and the kids and her brother from 
another mother Jason.” 


Next they played one of Lorna's favorites, 
the nostalgic original Home about St. Johns. 
That was song 5.


Some more photos, Ken, “Terry thank you 
for letting us do this tonight. I did reach out 
to Terry to see if this would be OK. What 
photo are we looking at there now? That is her 
with John Mann at the Horseshoe. John Mann 
from the Spirit of the West. She got to meet 
John before he passed on from Alzheimer's. 
Terry and Lorna again, a more recent photo.”


Fan photo#1-Daniel Lanois

Fan photo#2-John Mann



What a great lead into the next segment. Steve made 
an appearance and they had a great chat. The Cole’s 
notes Steve’s surgery went “super” well. Steve, “I was 
expecting to be in there longer… by Monday they 
came in and said you're healing like a 20 year old, 
what OK, I don't feel like that… the first few days were 
tough I almost felt better in the hospital, I guess I had 

the security of being in 
there then Ken 
interjected “And the drugs” Steve “oh the 
drugs, I had a button” Ken, “oh you're so 
lucky.”


Steve looks great with his new haircut and 
his appetite is back and he is starting to put 
on weight. Steve, “My body is adjusting to 
the new way.” Ken, “How is your head 
adjusting to the new way?” Steve, “That 
was tough at first but it is actually not as 
bad as I thought it would be.” Steve's 
journey continues…


Ken, “For those of you tuning in tonight and 
don't know who Steve is, he is our 
drummer… we look forward to getting you 

back behind the kit… Music is good for the mind. You know we are going to Newfoundland 
right.” Steve, “Did I tell you I booked myself a room there?” True to his word the next morning 
Ken booked Steve's flight to St. John's. Later in the show, Terry posted that he will also be in 
Newfoundland. And Steve was telling me they are both staying at same hotel 4 minutes away 
from The Ship. What a glorious time they will all have.


Ken, “Is there anything you need to say to the people?” Steve, “Thank you, all the support and 
messages that people have been sending over this last year has been amazing. Thanks to you 
guys it's amazing to be a part of this.” Kim posted, “This community support has been 
absolutely incredible. We could not have gotten through this without you all.”


Steve, “And thank you for tonight this is such a nice tribute.” Ken, “Well good I am having a 
really good time actually thinking of Lorna while we are playing and it's pulling me out of my 
shitty brain place. Every time I see a picture of her I smile and that sticks with me for a few 
minutes.” Steve, “Her whole family appreciates it so 
much.” Ken, “It's a wonderful thing to do for a 
wonderful person who was part of something 
wonderful. The community we have here is great.”


Fan photo #3-Ken Tizzard 
Kim posted, “Lorna said you had the 
best hugs Ken”

Fan photo #4-William Prince





What amazing memories 
and as Ken said, “And 
again look at that smile, 
that laugh.” We learned 
that Lorna had a 
birthday a couple of 
weeks ago, some 
debate Kim confirmed 
she turned 46.


Also, Ken, “Today is her and Terry's 
anniversary. Happy anniversary is a weird 
thing to say but Terry you did say it today 
to Lorna so I will say happy anniversary to 
both of you as well. What a collision of 
emotions.” 

An honor we 
all celebrated 
together.


A trio of photos and then three songs in row with a surprise. 



When Ken was scrolling through he 
found many “green” photos. Steve 
confirmed that they lived for St. 
Patrick's Day.


Meeting Danny the singer from the Watchmen at the Horseshoe.


Ken, “She was a 
big fan of music. 
Speaking of 
music let's play 
some music…”


Fan photo#5-Danny Greaves

Lorna on the left and Terry in the middle with his beard dyed 
orange, I wonder if they know the other people in the photo?



Ken and the Goats 
always do a 
fantastic version of 
Mad World by 
Tears for Fears. 


Then Ken reached 
down to grab a 
new instrument 
saying, “Check 
this out ladies and 
gentlemen, what is 
that you say… 

it's what they call 

a banjitar.”  


Ken did a fabulous job describing this unique instrument. I'm going to do a full review in 

Gear Talk. I'm just going to talk about the songs for now.


He used the banjitar on the traditional song You Are My Sunshine and on their original song 

All Gone. You will have to read Gear Talk for more details but I will say I loved it and so did 

Ken, “I might have to look into one of these (big chuckle), that's a real nice break in tone for a 
couple of songs… just a great little thing, that's fun.” The banjitar definitely added to the 
special feeling of this evening.


A couple more Lorna photos. 



Ken, “There she is with 
Alan Doyle, she tracked 
him down a couple of 
times. A big fan of Alan. 
Alan loves taking 
pictures with people, 
look at him isn't he 
gorgeous.”


“There she is with one 
of her new cameras. 
She got into 
photography in the last 
few years.”


We are now on the homestretch. Ken announced three more songs. 

Or was there? Before we get to that Ken made an interesting invitation.


Ken, how do you guys feel about us being down here instead of the studio?… when Steve 
comes back we might try to keep it laid-back, snare drum… I'm going to be doing some 
recording over the winter, that's something I'm going to talk about soon. If anyone is looking to 
do some recording, looking for a place to come to demo a couple of tunes or make a record. 
Or even one song if you want to take a chance to put on Spotify and see if you can get yourself 
1 million listeners. I'm going to start to open up the studio to record. If the Whiskey Wednesday 
Show is set up, up there, it makes it hard to do that.


Fan photo#6-Alan Doyle



Then before we get to the first of the last three songs 

Ken had one of his infamous very long rants. This one 
involved Neil. They have such hilariously entertaining 
banters back-and-forth. Way too much to explain, this 
one involved, Ken, “How is your finger doing? Neil was 

helping me with gardening about a month ago. When I say gardening I mean he was helping 
me level the shed. It was in the garden so it was actually shed leveling not gardening at all.” 
After the comedy act they played My Father's Ghost, my second favorite Ron Hynes song. 

It is especially beautiful on Ken's Martin acoustic guitar. 


Ken, “My Father's Ghost based on a Newfoundland wives tale that when a fisherman dies at 
sea they get to return home on the night of their death to visit their families one more time… 

we got two more songs, we're going to go back and do Morrissey. I just feel like we should… 
earlier tonight when we were at that 
place in the set my mind said this is 
not the right song to play. Now 
thinking that this might be the last 
song, not Morrissey but the song I 
actually have on the list, which I'm 
keeping secret (whispers to the 
camera)…we’re going to do Drunk 
Stoned and Broke just so you know 
and then we're going to go back and 
do Morrissey to close the night out.” 


I know a little confusing.





Ken, “Drunk Stoned and Broke, 

I wrote this about musicians 
and then I thought about it this 
isn't a song about musicians. 
Then I started evaluating the 
verses that I had written and 
realized this has nothing to do 
with musicians, it's about 
anybody, then realized not 
anybody, this is a song about 
me.” Laughter followed.


Ken, “I just love that one, that is just  
pure Lorna, just a smile”



Ken has made this offer numerous times, he really means it, 
“Those of you in Newfoundland, if you are on a budget or 

you happen to be a musician or you have been impacted 

over the past couple of years, send me a message. We will 
make sure you get into the show. I want people to be out 

having a good time.”


“This is a song called Morrissey 

I dedicate this one to Lorna.”


The Show is wrapping up.


Ken, “Thank you very much ladies 
and gentlemen. It's been another 
wonderful Wednesday night at the 

Storey House Studios from Campbellford, Ontario. Mr. Neil Lucy on 
guitar, vocals, humor. Mr. Grant on bass, vocals and wisdom 

(BTW Ken confirmed Neil is wise too). Barry for working all the 
controls so well.”  


Let's enjoy Ken‘s stream of consciousness…


“It was a good night tonight in that although we celebrate the life of 
Lorna and for her friends and family that are left behind there will 
indeed be a void as there will be in the community of the Whiskey 

Wednesday people. 
We have lost others 
before us, Dean 
Locke not so long 
back, Johnny Fisher, 
Rod Wills. It will 
happen again. We get 
new fans, new people in this group which is cool 
too. I like this little community, strangest little part 
of my world from the lifestyle I've led to sitting in 
my living room and bedroom and playing music to 
an audience of iPhone cameras is pretty wild but I 
just really dig it. Really nice when we can share 
something back for the community that supports 
us. To Terry and the family, Steve, Kim, all the 
children we send our greatest condolences to you 
all during this time. If you ever need us we are 
here. If you need to escape for an hour (or two) on 
a Wednesday night you can always plan on being 
here. Thanks again guys, thanks Allison for 
dealing with me, it's been a shitty week. Tonight 
has helped me a lot so thanks to everybody who's 
helped to get me here. So I think that's it, yes 
that's it.” Or is it?


Terry’s post… “Her last concert, Imagine Dragons”

Terry's post… downtown TO on patio

Ken, “a picture of Lorna that I love, the lighting is perfect. I don't 
know if this was a set up shot or what, everything about it is just 
perfect.”



Ken continues, “By the way this ashtray I 
have designed is actually one of my mom's 
collections. My mom collected little glass 
slippers… Mom would be very happy with 
this I'm sure…oh Jesus Ken what are you 
doin with my slipper. Jesus boy what are you doin with my glass slipper. It's an 
antique.” You can hear Barry laughing loudly in the background. It sort of felt 
like an audience. Then wise Mr. Grant adds, “One day your prince will come.” 

Aunt Betty what do you think your sister Rosanna would say? 


After a good laugh we then settled down to listen to really the last song of the evening Ron 
Hynes’ A Good Dog Is Lost? The perfect ending song.


Thirteen songs, a Whiskey Wednesday Show first, all beautifully intertwined with the telling 

of Lorna's Whiskey Wednesday story.


Ken then wraps up the Show. I'm including this not for anything else; Ken just has a wonderful 
way with words, remember all unscripted and after two hours of “one hitting”…


“There is a tip jar if you feel like hitting it on the way out that would be cool. If not there is no 
pressure, it's never expected, it’s always appreciated. We are here regardless this is what we 
are doing. I mean it would be nice to make some bread at it but that's OK. We are just going 

to wait until somebody comes along with a sponsorship, and says can't believe you guys are 
doing this for free. How much do you need? There are five of you putting this show together, 

OK here is X amount of dollars a year (btw he is acting now and having a conversation with 
himself). What do I have to do for this? Nothing, just your Show. Ahhh (holding his hands up 

in the air) wouldn't that be amazing (stops acting). 


We'll get there. Anyways, love you all, take care, Ken Tizzard with Music for Goats, the Whiskey 
Wednesday Show brought to you by Traynor, Yorkville and Longtooth and all the community 
that keeps it alive for what it is. Cheers.” 


After the Show 
our Lorna 
celebration 
moved to our 
usual kitchen 
party location, 
Ken, “We have 
some Montreal 
bagels for after 
the show tonight 
in honor of 
Lorna, thanks to 
Steve and 
Kimberly.”


How tonight’s Show ended…



As always the interview started with whatta ya at?




Graydon explained they enjoyed their summer with their son Simon, 
hanging out and just having family time. Laura is working from home 
and Graydon is doing some things in his studio space. Spoiler alert 
in the second half of the interview Graydon shares a new venture 
he's taking on.

 

Simon was away at summer camp for two weeks. I liked this 
conversation between the three of them when reflecting on Simon 
being away. Laura, “I guess it gave us a glimpse when he was away. 
When at 17 and goes off to school maybe, this is what our life is 
going to be like.” Graydon speaking to Ken, “I know you have 
experienced that.” Laura, “You are in the midst of it right now.” 


Ken, “I'm at the other end of it now. My kids are 20 and 22 now. I thought that when they hit 18 
and started leaving I thought I would get all my life back. But what happened was after they left 
I've just been really tired. I'm tired of the 17 years of parenting, I don't think I have caught up 
from my sleep since they were born.” Isn't this so true.


Laura, “As far as music, we get this question a lot, and I don't even know 
how to answer that question. I feel like a lot of our music colleagues have 
forged ahead and releasing albums post pandemic or they released an 
album partway through. We have been really, really slowly working on some 
stuff so there will be something eventually. I feel a little bad saying this I 
wasn't super inspired music wise. I am admitting that to you. I feel like I'm 
slowly getting that back. We have played a handful of nice shows in the 
past six months. And that has been drawing me back in. I kind of feel like I 
really missed this part of it. The show we just had a little while ago in 
Michigan at the Ark was a really, really lovely show. It felt really great. I need 
a little more nudging to get back into this place where I feel inspiration. You 
can't force that when you're not feeling it.”


Laura, thank you for your honesty and I loved Ken’s response. “You are absolutely right. I have 
been through a period myself too… I haven't written a song now in three years. I have written 
hundreds of little bits of songs but that inspiration to actually put them into something hasn't 
been there. Mostly because of the content. My head has been full with Allison’s journey and 
recovery and so much that my writing is about fear and recovery. It's not really something that I 

want to put on an album. So I just gave myself some self 
compassion and said eventually it will be back. Right now the time 
is not for writing, it's for other things in my life.”




What's coming up? They have some make up shows to do from before 
the pandemic and are slowly working on an album. Graydon, “I think we 
are sort of similar to you in that we had written a bunch of songs. We 
actually had started writing more songs together and we had done that 
pre-pandemic. Then it was we know we have some songs, we really 
don't feel like recording them properly especially because you couldn't 
get into a proper studio. The idea of releasing an album without being 
able to tour is rough for an independent artist. Might work fine for 
somebody who is in a label space but that's not us. Until full touring 
comes back maybe its something we are going to hold off on….and 
Laura interjects, “then we will release three albums all at once.” Ken 
then transitioned into the first of two performances. 


They played, “i moved on” 
from their In City & Country 
album (2018)  and a brand new 
song they are working on 
called, “I don't want you to go 
away.” 


Beautiful harmonies, these 
songs instantly felt familiar and 
comfortable. And what a pretty 
backdrop. I thought the bird 
definitely added to the song. 

I just love our musical guest 
performances.


In part two we learned about Graydon’s new very interesting journey. “I took a little different 
path in my creative space I started working on board games with a friend. I have been doing 
that for a couple of years. The funny thing about that is a part of the board game design 
process is play testing…I have only been able to play test it with family or online. There is 
actually an online space called Prototype Simulator… we have 13 different games that we have 
been working on but haven't been able to do that last step of testing and refining them.” 


Laura asked him to name his top three. Colabortory, where you play as five different scientists. 
Each scientist gets a Tetris piece and you have to re-create 3-D puzzles using your Tetris 
pieces to make different technologies. Monster Diner, you have 
inherited a diner from your Transylvanian uncle. Each monster dining 
requires different things like with the vampires you need to feed 
them blood and feed them first or they will hypnotize you. Beeswax, 
you control bees in a hive. You use hexagonal tiles to make paths for 
the bees to put their pollen down to earn points. Great elevator 
pitches Graydon, can't wait to play them!




The Whiskey Wednesday Show Setlists 
Episode 36-Wednesday, September 7  
I thought I would share Ken’s words (on FB)…

Sunday Morning Thoughts…Crooks Rapids inspired

History Repeats and Mirrors what is Popular 

I think I first experienced this concept with the Seattle Grunge scene in the early 90’s.  
Pearl Jam, Nirvana, Sound Garden and such bands created what was known as the 
Seattle Grunge Scene. This was mirrored with Thrush Hermit, Sloan and other bands in 
what became the Halifax Grunge Scene.  Over the next decade there would be hundreds 
of bands mimicking the sounds of these acts who pioneered the scene. This created a 
massive gut of ‘sameness’ in a sound whose origin came from doing something 
completely different from everything else that was happening.


I saw back then that you can join the herd and take a chance of standing out or follow 
your own path and create your own style and sound that nobody else has.  A wise man 
once told me, “Why would you want to sound like Hank Williams or any other artist?  
You can join in the thousands trying to “be like” or you can look deep within yourself and 
bring out your own originality.”  


This weekend Music For Goats played at Crooks Rapids Country Fest. There were a variety of acts, they did an 
amazing job of programming female, male, rock, country, southern influenced and of course country pop.  I made a 
point to see as many of the acts as I could over the weekend and saw first hand a variety of what is popular on the 
country scene.  It seems a lot of the bands are taking roads well travelled by the artists who originally blazed the 
trails and inspired them.  For my liking, there was more pre-recorded backing tracks with guitars, drums, and vocals 
then necessary. This is more common than most people would believe.  Not a bad thing, just not something that I 
am personally interested in.  I love live music, I love catching a band when they get derailed and have to manage 
their way back on track, I love seeing the instrument making the sounds, not just hearing the pre-recorded back 
tracks.  But that is just me.


I also love hearing something different than I 
was expecting when attending a multi-band 
festival.  Which brings me to our set.  The 
Goats inclusion in this festival was awesome.  
To take a chance on a new band who have a 
sound unlike what the rest of the herd is 
producing is a risk for any promoter.  We 
were graciously received by a small 
afternoon crowd in the 30degree + heat.  I 
was overjoyed that folks sat in the direct 
sunlight for our hour of tunes.  The reception 
was warm, although I do not think the 
festival DJ had any idea what we were doing.  
Upon finishing the set he commented, “…
well that was interesting, I guess we do need 
variety from time to time.” 


People call me a folk artist.  When the band plays they call us Americana.  Over the course of our set we bring 
influences from classic country, folk, rock and cheesy old time tunes.  I cannot classify what it is we do but some 
people seem to really enjoy the blend.  Is it new?  Not completely.  Is it original, perhaps not.  Does it sound 
contemporary with bands of the era, I would say not even close.  But, it is a combination of my life experience 
playing music.  I have been lucky enough to have musicians around me who understand and trust my musical path.  
It feels liberating to not be working within the constructs of the music industry where ‘sameness’ is celebrated and 
'originality' has to wait its turn.






Episode 37-Wednesday, September 14  
(I wrote this before the episode aired. I find writing therapeutic 
and I also wanted to get my thoughts down before hearing 
Ken’s. This is from my perspective.)


This was very difficult to write for many reasons, I had to get 
out of my head and just speak from my heart. One of our own 
Lorna Stacey, a Whiskey Wednesday regular viewer, passed 
away. I'm going to share my 
reflections using some of 
Lorna’s own words and 
photos.


Lorna regularly commented 
in the chat conversations. 
For me when I think of Lorna 
I first think of Steve because 
she would regularly update 
the group on his progress. 
We also knew she was a fan 
of Pain Free Living. Many will 
remember that she was in 
Mexico for a few months and 
she would faithfully tune in to 
the Show. 


Personally we were just 
starting to connect. She was 
in the initial planning stages 
for the same stem cell bone 
marrow transplant in Ottawa 
that I received in 2019. 

I was getting my thoughts 
together on how best to 
support her.


I was very unaware of 
scleroderma. I found this poster 
on Terry's Facebook Page and 
thought it provided a good 
overview.


Terry, her husband, best friendI am imagining the stories that these 
fabulous looking boots could tell…



I did what I think many people do I turned to 
her Facebook page. For me it was to see her 
picture, her face, her smile, in a way be there 
with her. And when I was scrolling through, it 
was so beautiful to see her love for Kim, Steve 
and the girls. Seeing her photos and reading 
her words made me smile. 


I wanted to include this Post from her FB for a 
few reasons. These photos are just joyful, no 
more words needed. And then her words about 
Ken were so heartfelt and thoughtfully written.


Her words made me really reflect on the 
community Whiskey Wednesday has brought 
together. Ken and I often say there's a 
dedicated core of regulars and then many 
people that have come in and out over the 
years. I feel grateful Lorna was a part of our 
community and also that she had all of us. 

I find it fascinating I have never personally 
posted on the WW chat, however I feel I belong 
and have friends to hang out with every 
Wednesday night. I am hopeful that Lorna had 
a similar experience.





Thank you for listening to both of us share our thoughts about 
this special woman. I loved Lorna’s choice of words, I'm going to 
borrow them. Ken and I are thankful for Lorna and all the viewers 
for being a constant presence in our lives. We feel honored and 
privileged that we were a part of Lorna’s journey.


Steve, Kim, Lorna, Terry  
together at the Westben show, memories to last

Lorna had so many photos of Jolene and 
Frankie it was hard to choose 

The love between childhood friends…





 

 

 

GreenGoats At Work 
Monday night rehearsal in the new 

Whiskey Wednesday Show Studi




Ken explained the progression of the Whiskey Wednesday Show. Ken, “It started with me with 
an old iPhone on a couch. Then it was me with an old iPhone, a mic and an iRig Pro Duo. It 
had two inserts on it so I could plug in two mics. I would put one close here (near mouth) and 
the other at the back of the room and run it through a reverb unit and mix the two of them 
together. So when I was singing the reverb would pick up. All these little tricks to make it 
simple and cheap. Then added more phones and subscribed to switcher which allowed me to 
do two phones back-and-forth. Then the band came in and started doing stuff. We added 
more phones. Then I wanted to go to other platforms, like twitch.”


“Its turned into a three-year journey. For the first six months I was doing this, there was no tip 
jar. It was during the beginning of lock down, people need this, I need it, let's just do it. And 
then after six months there was a lot of people who requested the tip jar. I thought there's 
nothing wrong with it and I was looking at getting a new microphone. I put up the tip jar, it 
generated a little money, that actually helped to get the microphone.”


Ken made this graphic to show, “What we are using now, what we just added and what we 
hope to add over the next couple of years. Just so you guys can see how your support really 
has been helping out.”   


Phase 1

“On the far left you will see the audio stuff. The mixing board that we use, the Tascam M24, it's 
a great thing, that cost 1500 bucks.” Two Slate MXL microphones and the ART voice channel. 
“Some bits and pieces needed, four IK media clips which are 79 bucks each which is kind of 
ridiculous. And these little adapters for doing the HDMI conversion which you will see in the 
video. That's all things that I paid for and your contributions as well helped pay for it.”




Phase 2

“The stuff that I just got. 
Over the last 10 months or 
so there is 1000 bucks in 
the account that you guys 
contribute to. So I took 
that and put it towards 
getting a new switcher 
(ATEM), the lighting 
system (IKAN) and the 
hard drive (Deklin Juggler). 
So you can see that was 
$2600 which you guys 
helped to pay half of it.”


Phase 3

“What I want to eventually 
get here in the studio is 
two of these Black Magic 
cameras and two 
motorized jib arms. The 
two of those will be able 
to do the entire show with 

panning and zooming. Everything that we have bought so far will coordinate with that so that 
Barry can control it all from where he is. It's an exciting place to be. I don't expect to get there 
soon. Half of that is about three grand which would get me one camera and the jib. We can 
start there. I just wanted to let you guys know where we are going.”


Phase 1                                    Phase 2                      Phase 3



Gear Talk… 
The Banjitar by GoldTone 

The perfect fit for the band that wants a 
subtle (or drastic) change in their sound for 
a song.  Without the challenges of having 
to learn a complete new instrument, this is 
a great way to add texture to songs. It is 
not a ‘real’ banjo or a ‘real’ guitar but what 
it is, is totally cool.


                          Ken

So far Ken has used the banjitar in 
two episodes with a variety of 
songs. More traditionally in songs 
like You Are My Sunshine, Stranger 
and their original All Gone to 

Pet Cemetery and Police on my  
Back. I bet you have never heard 
the Ramones and The Clash with 
banjitar before.




The Power Peg by Ernie Ball 

A great accessory for anybody who changes strings 
on guitars frequently. Save your wrist from winding 
manually and let the Power Peg carry the heavy 
lifting (or turning).


Ken


 



My room is still sunflower themed so I am going to walk 
you through a Dahlia May Flower Farm subscription and 
introduce you to meditation. I use the Calm app and I have 
included a lesson that I thought fits perfectly.


A high school teacher gave her students an assignment to write famous authors 
and ask for advice. Only one author responded and his response was remarkable. It was Kurt Vonnegut, 
he was well into his 80s, here is the heart of what he wrote… practice any art music, singing, dancing, 
acting, drawing, painting, sculpting, poetry, fiction, essays no matter how well or badly, not to get money 
or fame but to experience becoming. To find out what's inside you, to make your soul grow.


We live in a goal driven society. Vonnegut reminds us that it is worth practicing creativity simply to 
practice it, not to make a career out of it, not to make it go viral but unlock the higher version of 
ourselves. There is no roadmap here, nothing to chase just an incredible enjoyable journey of expression 
and discovery. Notice how he never says make art that's because he didn't want us to have an end in 
mind. No perfect state, instead it’s a process that helps you discover who you truly are.


How many times have you abandoned or rejected a creative project 
because you thought you were not skilled enough. Your soul will grow no 
matter how well or badly you do. On the other hand if you 
think you don't have any creative pursuits and the 
thought of learning an art form daunting Vonnegut has 
an answer for that too. You can dance home after 
school, sing in the shower, creative expression takes 

many shapes so find one that 
makes your heart sing and 
give your soul the chance to 
grow.


We put the flowers as is in a large 
vase, they look fabulous as they 
are. For the first 3 to 4 days they 
move with me, during the day 
sitting on the patio table when 
outside and sitting on the kitchen 
island when inside. I take this  
time to be inspired by the flowers 
so I can see what arrangements 
I want to create.

Step 2 - The Waiting Game

The flowers come wrapped 
in craft paper.

Step 1 - Arrival 

I first sort the flowers by colour, I find this the easiest. That's why  
we teach this in kindergarten, lol. Then I have fun trying different 
colour and flower combinations. Ken is often amazed I can sit for  
a couple of hours doing this. Some arrangements come easier  
and others are more challenging. 

Step 3 - The Sorting Game



Melissa Payne’s new record “Darker Than Your Dark” is the 
perfect accompaniment for any dinner party or if you really want 
to drop in, grab some headphones for an immersive experience 
with one of Canada’s finest songwriters and vocalists. 

Highly recommended by me.    


                                            Ken

Sneak Peek 

Wednesday, October 5th - Viewer Request Night  
Guest: Chad Richardson (Metaverse Creator)


Wednesday, October 12th - We’re going to the Norwood Fair

The Goats are playing Monday, October 10th in the afternoon from 
1:00-3:30. Ken is going to take us around the Norwood Fair 

which has been a Thanksgiving tradition in this area since 1868.  


Wednesday, October 19th - Westben Fall Fest-Campfire Show (rescheduled)

Guest: Dave Gunning (Singer Songwriter)

Nova Scotia's own will entertain us with stories and songs.


Wednesday, October 26th - We're going to St. John's, NL 
Ken, the Goats and their entourage are heading to St. John's. 
Ken is going to video the whole adventure. We get to look 
forward to another entertaining Ken mini-documentary. 


The Journey of Becoming an Album 

Mr. G came by over a stretch of four days 
and recorded bass for the new record. 

All but one song complete with drums and 
bass at this point. As much as I wanted a 
live off the floor vibe for this album, it is 
not possible with the life schedules of the 
players at this point in time, so onwards to 
building brick by brick. Also, Mr.G is a 
monster bassist and we captured some 
amazing takes.


Ken

Up Next 
I will take a photo of Ken’s “Recording 
Chart” so we can see how the boxes are 
filling up.








Bonus Feature 

P.S. there is even some future talk that I might be in control of the switcher,  
definitely not the mixer, when Ken starts doing Friday night Instagram shows

Aunt Judy captured this image, I love this perspective. 

This is where I watch The Whiskey Wednesday Show every week. 


Now I can sometimes even watch live in the new Studio.


